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Two main goals:

Information 
exchange

Transfer of 
knowledge
across countries
Sharing good 
practices
Portal

Implementation

Policy Tool-kit
Action Plans per 
country
National seminars
Raise awareness



www.health-inequalities.eu



Good Practice (n=82) Directory



Types of good practices I

Social determinants in good practices
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Individual lifestyle

Social and community
networks
Living and working
conditions
General societal
conditions



Types of good practices II
Quality elemens in good practices
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Needs assessment
Low barrier method
Participation
Empowerment
Setting
Partnership
Snowballing
Quality management
Evaluation
Proportionality
Sustainability



National Level Policies



Reducing health inequalities is about…

long-term approach + short-term goals 

holistic + prioritise actions (urgency, greatest 
health gain, cost-effective)

the gradient: population approach + focus on 
disadvantaged groups

upstream (inequalities in wider determinants)
+ downstream (reduce negative impact of 
unhealthy circumstances)



Overview of 22 country profiles
Links to resources in 4 key areas:

1. Awareness raising
2. Working across policy sectors, HIA
3. Support for regions
4. Evidence and evaluation

Policy Tool-kit to draft HI strategies

Strategic plans for action
National seminars (12-15 February 2007)



Indication of national actions -1

Strategies and seminars are inter-
twinned with existing developments at 
national level 

• Norway
• Finland
• Belgium 
• Estonia 
• Ireland



Indication of national actions -2

Closing the Gap has initiated new action 
on health inequalities 

• France
• Slovakia
• Germany
• Netherlands
• Poland
• Scotland
• Spain
• Sweden
• Wales



Indication of national actions -3

There are some positive signs, but no 
further information yet available

• Czech Republic
• England
• Hungary
• Italy
• Latvia
• Denmark
• Greece
• Portugal



Service package for 
‚European Health Equity‘
week 13-15 February 

Compilation of national 
plans for actions

Impact of EU policies on 
the health gap

Next steps in 2007



“Action for Health Equity”

Closing event in Brussels on 8 May 2007
–150 participants
–draft declaration on how to take health 

inequalities forward



This paper was produced for a meeting organized by Health & Consumer Protection DG and represents the views of its author on the
subject. These views have not been adopted or in any way approved by the Commission and should not be relied upon as a statement of 
the Commission's or Health & Consumer Protection DG's views. The European Commission does not guarantee the accuracy of the data
included in this paper, nor does it accept responsibility for any use made thereof.
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